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of longevity. Tapsitry was tapestry. His explanation of an
embroidered curtain bearing an inscription against the entry of
evil spirits was, " Rag magic. Sir, devil he come, scratch head,
go away again/* He was particularly proud of his country and
its learning, and claimed most discoveries and inventions for his
own race. " Chinese, Sir," he informed me, " he know earth
square, heaven round, before American man find out." " One
Chinese Emperor, Sir, he fly Korea in Chinese airplane long time
ago, maybe 200 years maybe 500—perrrhaps much more.
But God say. Airplane no good, so Chinese man forget make any
more."
I am grateful to Mr. Wong. For three days he rushed me
round Peking and I had gathered something of its geography,
enough to undertake further exploration in the company of my
very intelligent jinriksha coolie. He had also enlightened me
as to the similarity between the characters of the Dowager-
Empress and Queen Victoria.
I have experienced in all my travels no thrill of expectation
or of satisfaction greater than that I felt on entering for the
first time the palace precincts of Peking—or Peiping as it is
called to-day. For centuries the " Purple Forbidden City," the
great enclosure in which the palace lies, was the centre of the
universe to the millions of the inhabitants of China—the earthly
residence of the Son of Heaven—a great mystery, unseen and
unknown. Its vast walls, its wide approaches, its immense
gateways, the long straight moats, the broken line of yellow roofs,
the painted watch towers, these at least were visible from without
but all the rest was hidden. Rare were the men, even amongst the
Chinese officials, who penetrated to its courtyards or to its throne
rooms. Few can be the travellers who suffer disappointment,
for in spaciousness, in architecture, in symmetry and in decoration
the palace of the forbidden city is unique. Fantastic it is and
magnificently Imperial ; superb in its repose, splendid in its
neglected beauty. Nor is it the only Imperial domain which is
open to the people, for the Summer Palace, a few miles outside
the city on the slopes of the Western hills, can be visited on the
payment of a small fee. It is there, on the shore of an artificial
lake that Tzu-Hsi, the Empress-Dowager, employed her time
and wasted her country's money—but how pardonably—in
constructing the great group of buildings that form the Yi Ho
Yuan. Nature and the past supplied the background for her
art. The slopes of the wooded hills were already studded with
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